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About This Game

Metal Drift is a vehicular sport combat game set in a distant future. As the player, you command an agile, high powered hover
tank in a futuristic sports arena. Core game play centers on intense tank-on-tank multiplayer team combat seen through an
immersive, first person cockpit. Layered on this is a goal-oriented game type that allows for high level strategy and team

dynamics. Players can level up to unlock new ranks, weapons, and upgrades.

Each weapon and upgrade is specifically designed and balanced to allow different styles of play. Pair up the Stealth upgrade and
the Shock Cannon to uncloak behind an enemy player and unload a devastating blow before disappearing again. Or choose the
Sensor upgrade to see where all the nearby players are, and the Temporal Cannon to shoot them through walls! There are 56

possible combinations – choose whichever suits your strategy.

Multiplayer team-based vehicular combat
5 Different arenas featuring multiple levels and boost tunnels
Persistent leveling system – level-up to unlock new weapons and upgrades
Stats and Leaderboards
56 Different tank configurations
18 Steam Achievements, with more coming soon!
Unique energy management system – accumulate energy and then distribute it to weapons or use it to gain a speed boost!
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Black Jacket Studios
Publisher:
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WOW This game is fun! But a little difficult for me. I need practice!! :D. Decent game. It's like Surviving Mars, if Surviving
Mars was the worst game ever made.
. This games story is amazing and had me gripped throughout, which for a visual novel is crucial. The choices and events have
real impacts on the story going forward, unlike other games with that element. The game manages to scare the player effectively
despite its lack of animations by using atmosphere and tension. It personally scared me more than any Triple A horror game has
ever before, which is a amazing achievement for a visual novel. There are several grammar and spelling problems in the game
that makes it harder to get into story, but even with those problems the game managed to hold my interest. I 100% recommend
reading this just for the fact that so much effort went into this game and it shows.. A brilliant idea poorly executed. It has the
makings of a very fun game, however there are numerous crippling game play bugs involving the movement, AI, and LOS of
units... very frustrating.. Selection is terrible, mechanics get stale and repetitious and there's a lot of boring downtime between
bosses. Feels like a game still in alpha.. Puzzle bots is a short little puzzle game that will take you between and a half and hours
to finish, depending on your puzzle solving skills.
It's a light bite, that you can finish in an afternoon, but it's quite quite and funny.
I personally got it in an indie bundle, and didn't get around to playing it untill just now, and I'm glad I did, though €4.49 seems a
bit much in my opinion, you might want to pick it up in a sale, as it's a perfect intro into the puzzle genre.
. Jump was screenshot
Did one mission got 45 screenshots
11/10. Back when Konami sat in the Iron Throne. Back when they were better than Nintendo, SEGA, Square and Capcom.

They released these amazing games with classic soundtracks. Their influence and difficulty still strong to this very day. The
Souls games of the late 80s and early 90s. And you can get 8 of them for just 20 bucks. Each is like 3-4 hrs long. Also you can
save scum so don't worry about difficulty.

Best 20$ you can spend on Steam today. Bring on a 2nd collection with the rest of the titles pls Konami.. At best, this is a good
way to get rid of that steam giftcard that's been burning a hole in your pocket. At worst, it's $5 you'll never get back for a game
that's only fun for a few minutes before the clunky UI and lack of variety make you wish you'd never heard of a furling. I'm in
the second camp, as only a half an hour made this game feel less like a true god game and more like a poorly contrived mobile
RTS. 4/10, because it does let me light my enemies on fire.
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So far I am finding this one of the most adictive and interesting games to date that I have purchased. I have only been playing it
in normal speed taking my time trying to achive the number of animal kills and builds the game sets forth for extra points for
the tech tree before moving on to later periods of tech and time and not to move onto other types of animals either. Playing in
normal mode so far. Hungry Lion prides, protective mother bears and wolves oh my!

Seeing the changes in animal migrations people and animal behavier learning to take advantage of animal kills for resorces and
more. I strongly sugest using the Primal vision often and watch to see if wolf packs or Lion Prides are keeping other animals
away from your people which can make it hard to get skins, meat and bones for use. Sometimes they help drive them to your
people other times they can keep them away from you. Mamoth's and other heavy Herbavor's defend their young fiercly and
often leave dead preditor's for you to scavange Primal Vision will help you see and find all of these situations.

The visuals and dynamics of the game are great and getting better with each update the Developers are putting out.

With only playing in 1x speed never speeding up and enjoying the game the way it is meant to be it will take a long time to
reach the later dates in time and I will fully get to enjoy all it has to offer and understand all the time period changes.

Only things I see missing is the stone age start living in caves and using leanto's and bone weapons and rocks the bronze age in
the tech tree needs leather armor as well and then to steel armor in later times with shields too.

One last sugeston please remember to sound the warning horn when a raiding party is close to your village your domesticated
dog's and all armed villagers will attack them together while all unarmed people head to the huts for cover and stay safe. Those
domesticated dog's will be your best fighters against all attackers animal and human alike.

While some things are missing there is no doubt it covers a lot and is very enjoyable to me at least and I have played a lot of
games over the years of this type and can not find a lot of fault with it. You will find more fault with my spelling I am sure after
my strokes! LOL. A VERY GOOD TOPDOWN SHOOTER. the graphics are bad but the gameplay is good and fun. A tad
more diverse than the main game and the boss battle is quite enjoyable. Worth getting it if you enjoyed the main game.. I almost
forgot to review this game.
I bought it shortly after Elite Dangerous came out, but was not yet on steam.
I accidentally bought this game.
Even after I realised my mistake, I still tried to play it. Here are the results

The engine has really bad graphics, you could see this (and I speak as a game developer here) was a poorly made project quickly
writted. I had doubts whether the game actually had "multiplayer" code or just had a button that says "online" that simply does
not work. This was not even a game, it was a pile of nothing.

My only conclusion was and still is that this game was designed to "appear" as if it is Elite Dangerous (It was marketed as "E:
Dangerous" back then as I recall) in order to fraud - and YES I will use that word again FRAUD people into buying it as if it
was the actually popular game "Elite Dangerous"

Back then I could not refund it because there were no refunds in steam, the tech support heard my claim and said I had to keep
it.

So the only use of this product in my library is to write this review before I remove it for good with no option of reinstall.

Oh wait, it says I need at least 5 minutes to write a review and I only have 4 - lets install and open the game, surely it progressed.

Nope its still bad, the multiplayer is probably a lie. Go to "Cloud settings" -> "Login" -> try and create an account: wait for 30
seconds, and then - "Couldn't connect to server"

Hmm, lets try and login - I won't even enter an E-Mail, I'll just write "DASDAS" in the user field and leave the password empty,
lets see what happens: Ok "Couldn't connect to server". But wait - it says I'm now logged in as DASDAS. Surely this is a joke.

I wonder if the game is simply waiting for a few seconds, and then simply saying "Couldn't connect to server" without even
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trying.

Who knows, maybe it is, maybe it isn't. But it says this game is developed for "3 years". I've developed multiplayer games that
actually worked in much less than that.

I personally think this project is more than a bad product, it is simply mean and evil to publish something like this.. The BEST
VR game ive played to date. Simple but challenging gameplay. Plenty of courses to choose from. Good progression system. fun
multiplayer. and custom courses make it worth the $10 and even more. Highly recommend!
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